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Abstract

We present a framework for object detection that is in-
variant to object translation, scale, rotation, and to some
degree, occlusion, achieving high detection rates, at 14 fps
in color images and at 30 fps in gray scale images. Our
approach is based on boosting over a set of simple local
features. In contrast to previous approaches, and to effi-
ciently cope with orientation changes, we propose the use
of non-Gaussian steerable filters, together with a new ori-
entation integral image for a speedy computation of local
orientation.

1. Introduction

Object detection is a fundamental issue in most computer
vision tasks; particularly, in applications that require ob-
ject recognition. Early approaches to object recognition are
based on the search for matches between geometrical ob-
ject models and image features. Appearance-based object
recognition gained popularity in the past two decades us-
ing dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCAs for
whole-image matching. Lately, a new paradigm for object
recognition has appeared based on the matching of geomet-
rical as well as appearance local features. Moreover, the
use of boosting techniques for feature selection has proven
beneficial in choosing the most discriminant geometric and
appearance features from training sets.

In this paper we focus on the selection of local features
invariant to translation, scaling, orientation, and to some de-
gree, occlusion. Our approach differentiates from others in
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that while based on boosting over a set of training samples,
it can achieve object detection in real time. This is thanks to
our extension of the use of steerable filters to non-Gaussian
kernels, together with our proposal of a new integral image
for the computation of local image orientation.

Viola and Jones [10] introduced the integral image for
very fast feature evaluation. Once computed, the integral
image allows the computation of Haar-like features [5] at
any location or scale in real time. Unfortunately, such sys-
tem is not invariant to object rotation or occlusions.

Other recognition systems that might work well in clut-
tered scenes are based on the computation of multi-scale
local features such as the SIFT descriptor [3]. One key idea
behind the SIFT descriptor is that it incorporates canonical
orientation values for each keypoint. Thus, allowing scale
and rotation invariance during recognition. Even when a
large number of SIFT features can be computed in real time
for one single image, their correct pairing between sample
and test images is performed via nearest neighbor search
and generalized Hough transform voting, followed by the
solution of the affine relation between views; which might
end up to be a time consuming process.

Yokono and Poggio [11, 12] settle for Harris corners
at various levels of resolution as interest points, and from
these, they select as object features those that are most ro-
bust to Gaussian derivative filters under rotation and scal-
ing. As Gaussian derivatives are not rotation invariant, they
use steerable filters [1] to steer all the features responses ac-
cording to the local gradient orientation around the interest
point. In the recognition phase, the system still requires lo-
cal feature matching, and iterates over all matching pairs,
in groups of 6, searching for the best matching homogra-
phy, using RANSAC for outlier removal. Unfortunately, the
time complexity or performance of their approach was not
reported.

Work by many others is also related to the issue of ro-
tation invariant feature matching [4]. We feel however, the
success of our approach to be founded on the ideas pre-
sented in the former three contributions: boosting, canon-
ical orientation, and steerable filters, along with the intro-
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duction in this paper of the integral image for orientations,
and its extension to non-Gaussian steerable filters.

In our system, keypoints are chosen as those regions in
the image that have the most discriminant response under
convolution with a set of wavelet basis functions at several
scales and orientations. Section 2 explains how the most
relevant features are selected. The selection is made with
a boosting mechanism, producing a set of weak classifiers
and their corresponding weights. A linear combination of
these week classifiers produces a strong classifier, which is
used for object detection. Rotation invariance is achieved
by filtering with oriented basis functions. Filter rotation is
efficiently computed with the aid of a steerable filter [1],
that is, as the linear combination of basis filters, as indicated
in Section 3.

During the recognition phase, sample image regions
must be rotated to a trained canonical orientation, as ex-
plained in Section 4, prior to feature matching. Such ori-
entation is dictated by the peak on a histogram of gradient
orientations, depicted in Section 5. One of the major contri-
butions of this paper is the efficient computation of image
region orientation by means of an integral image of gradient
orientation histograms; enabling our system to perform ob-
ject detection invariant to translation, scaling, orientation,
and some degree of occlusion, in real time. Section 6 is de-
voted to some experimental results of the overall approach,
and Section 7 has some concluding remarks.

2. Feature Selection

The set of local features that best discriminates an ob-
ject is obtained by convolving positive sample images with
a simplified set of wavelet basis function operators [5] at
different scales and orientations. These filters have spa-
tial orientation selectivity as well as frequency selectivity,
and produce features that capture the contrast between re-
gions representing points, edges, and strips, and have high
response along for example, contours. The set of operators
used is shown in Figure 1. Filter response is equivalent to
the difference in intensity in the original image (or color
channel magnitude) between the dark and light regions dic-
tated by the operator.

Convolving these operators at any desired orientation is
performed by steering the filter (Section 3). Furthermore,
fast convolution over any region of the entire image is effi-
ciently obtained using an integral image (Section 5).

Feature selection is performed via a boosting mecha-
nism, namely, AdaBoost [2]. AdaBoost extracts in each
iteration the weak classifier (filter width, location, type,
orientation, and threshold) that best discriminates positive
from negative training images. A weak classifier can be ex-

(a) f0 (b) f1 (c) f2

Figure 1. Simplified wavelet basis function
set. a) center-surround b) edge, and c) line.

pressed as

h(I) =

{

1 : I ∗ f > t

0 : otherwise ,

where I is a training sample image, f is the filter being
tested, with all its parameters (width, location, type, and
orientation), ∗ indicates the convolution operation, and t is
the filter response threshold. The algorithm selects the most
discriminant weak classifier, as well as its contribution α
in classifying the entire training set, as a function of the
classification error ε; α = 1

2 ln 1−ε
ε

.
At each iteration, the algorithm also updates a set of

weights over the training set. Initially, all weights are set
equally, but on each round, the weights of missclassified
samples are increased so that the algorithm is forced to fo-
cus on such hard samples in the training set the previously
chosen classifiers missed. In a certain way, the technique
is similar to a Support Vector Machine, in that both search
for a class separability hyperplane, although using different
distance norms, l2 for SVMs, and l1 for boosting [7]. The
dimensionality of the separating hyperplane in AdaBoost is
given by the number N of weak classifiers that form the
strong classifier

H(I) =

{

1 :
∑N

αihi(I) ≥
1
2

∑N
αi object

0 : otherwise no-object
.

To achieve invariance to translation during the detection
phase, the strong classifier H is tested for a small window
the size of the training samples (30×30 pixels), and at every
pixel for the entire test image. To speed up the process, the
test can be performed every two or three pixels (or rows),
with the compromise of possibly missing the object, i.e.,
having a false negative. In practice, this increment can be
made up to 10% the size of the training sample, without
incurring in false negatives.

Similarly, scale invariance is obtained by scaling each
filter within the classifier H . Scaling of the filters can be
performed in constant time for a previously computed inte-
gral image. Our tests show that we can scale up to 20% the
size of the training sample, with still good detection rates.
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Figure 2. First and second order Gaussian and wavelet-based steerable filterss. (a-b) and (e-f) basis,
(c-d) and (g-h) oriented filters, (i) original image, (j-m) filter responses.

3. Steerable Filters

In order to achieve orientation invariance, the local filters
must be rotated previous to convolution. A good alternative
is to compute these rotations with steerable filters [1], or
with its complex version [8]. A steerable filter is a rotated
filter comprised of a linear combination of a set of oriented
basis filters, I ∗ f(θ) =

∑n
ki(θ)I ∗ f(θi), where f(θi) are

the oriented basis filters, and ki are the coefficients of the
bases.

Consider for example, the Gaussian function G(u, v) =

e−(u2+v2), and its first and second order derivative filters
G′

u = −2ue−(u2+v2) andG′′
u = (4u2−2)e−(u2+v2). These

filters can be re-oriented as a linear combination of filter
bases. The size of the basis is one more than the derivative
order.

Consequently. the first order derivative of our Gaussian
function at any direction θ, isG′

θ = cos θG′
u +sin θG′

v , and
a steered 2nd order Gaussian filter is obtained with G′′

θ =
∑3

i=1 ki(θ)G
′′
θi

, with ki(θ) = 1
3 (1+2 cos(θ−θi)); andG′′

θi

the precomputed second order derivative kernels at θ1 = 0,
θ2 = π

3 , and θ3 = 2π
3 .

Convolving with Gaussian kernels is a time consuming
process. Instead, we propose to approximate such filter
response by convolving with the Haar basis from Figure
1. This, with the aid of an integral image. I ∗ f1(θ) =
cos θI ∗ f1(0)+ sin θI ∗ f1(

π
2 ). Similarly, filtering with our

line detector at any orientation θ is obtained with I∗f2(θ) =
∑3

i=1 ki(θ)I ∗ f2(θi).
The similarity of the response to Haar filters allows us

to use this basis instead as weak classifiers for the detection
of points, edges, and lines; just as the Gaussian filters do.
The main benefit of the approach is in speed of computa-

tion. While convolution with a Gaussian kernel takes time
O(n) the size of the kernel, convolution with the oriented
Haar basis can be computed in constant time using an inte-
gral image representation. Figure 2 shows the results of the
proposed feature selection process.

4. Local Orientation

Say, a training session has produced a constellation H
of local features h as the one shown in Figure 4. Now, the
objective is to test for multiple positions and scales in each
new image, whether such constellation passes the test H or
not. Instead of trying every possible orientation of our con-
stellation, we chose to store the canonical orientation θ0 of
H from a reference training image block, and to compare
it with the orientation θ of each image block being tested.
The difference between the two indicates the amount we
must re-orient the entire feature set before the test H is per-
formed.

ψ =

{

θ − θ0 : θ ≥ θ0
θ − θ0 + 2π : otherwise

On way to compute block image orientation is with ratio
of first derivative GaussiansG′

u andG′
v [12], tan θ =

I∗G′

v

I∗G′

u

.
Another technique, more robust to partial occlusions, is

to use the mode of the local gradient orientation histogram
(see Figure 4), for which it is necessary to compute gradient
orientations pixel by pixel, instead of a region convolution
as in the previous case. When the scene is highly structured,
such histogram can easily be multimodal. We follow for
such cases the same convention as with SIFT features: for
any peak in the histogram greater than 80% the size of the
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Figure 3. Image orientation computed as the mode of the gradient orientation image. a) canonical
orientation, b) rotated constellation, c) image gradients, d) gradient orientation histogram, local ori-
entation error subject to e) scale change, and f) small occlusions, g) integral image, and h) local
histogram integral image.

mode, a new weak classifier, oriented at that value is added
to the classifier set.

We have done several tests to estimate which of these two
techniques for computing local image orientation is most
suitable to our needs. As shown in Figure 3(e), computing
local orientation using the histogram deteriorates more with
scale changes than computing the gradient over the entire
image block. However, as seen in Figure 3(f), given that the
mode is a nonlinear filter, the technique is much more reli-
able in the presence of small occlusions. We settle for the
histogram mode to handle occlusions, and let the boosting
mechanism deal with translation and scale affinities.

5. The Local Orientation Integral Image

An integral image is a representation of the image that
allows a fast computation of features because it does not
work directly with the original image intensities (color val-
ues). Instead, it works over an incrementally built image
that adds feature values along rows and columns. Once
computed this image representation, any one of the local
features (weak classifiers) can be computed at any location
and scale in constant time.

In its most simple form, the value of the integral im-
age M at coordinates u, v contains the sum of pixels val-
ues above and to the left of u, v, inclusive, M(u, v) =
∑

i≤u,j≤v I(i, j),
Then, it is possible to compute for example, the sum of

intensity values in a rectangular region simply by adding
and subtracting the cumulative intensities at its four corners
in the integral image, Area = A+D −B − C.

Furthermore, the construction of the integral image is
O(n) in the size of the image, and is computed iteratively
with M(u, v) = I(u, v) + M(u − 1, v) + M(u, v − 1) −
M(u− 1, v − 1).

In this form, the response from the two orthogonal Haar-
filter basis from Figure 2, at any size or location, can be
computed by simple adding and subtracting four values
from the integral image. This, in constant time.

Extending the idea of having cumulative data at each
pixel in the Integral Image, we decide to store in it ori-
entation histogram data instead of intensity sums. Once
constructed this orientation integral image, it is possi-
ble to compute a local orientation histogram for any
given rectangular area within an image in constant time.
Histogram(Area) = Histogram(A) + Histogram(D) −

Histogram(B) − Histogram(C).

6. Experiments

For the experiments reported here, our training set had
5250 negative images and 1100 positive images. Nega-
tive images were obtained under varying illumination con-
ditions, both from exterior and interior scenes. In order
to have the boosting mechanism choose the most invariant
classifiers, we have added as positive samples, synthetic im-
ages where the object to be learned appears translated, ro-
tated, and scaled. Object translations reach 5 pixels in all
directions. Scaling of the object images goes up to 20% of
the original image size, and rotated images reach 10 degrees
in order to aid the histogram method which was chosen to
have a precision of 10 degrees, given that has 36 bins. Some
positive and negative samples are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5 shows some frames of a sequence in which the
trained object is being recognized. At some point, the ob-
ject is being detected at multiple neighboring locations, fact
indicated by the repetitive superimposed squares. Frame
(a) shows the object being detected as trained; frames (b-
d) show robustness to orientation changes; frame (e) shows
detection at a different scale; frames (f) and (g) show de-
tection at both different scale and orientation; and frame (h)
shows positive detection under scale, orientation, and mild
occlusion.

Note however, that while convolution with the two or-
thogonal basis required for the first order Haar filter can be
computed using an integral image; the same is not true for
the second order filter since it requires basis kernels oriented
at π

3 rad. and 2π
3 rad., besides the already orthogonal basis
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Figure 4. Positive and negative samples.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 5. Some frames that show the object being detected under varying scales, orientation, and
mild occlusion.

at 0 rad. Fortunately, our experiments indicate that line fea-
tures are seldom chosen by the boosting algorithm as weak
classifiers, accounting in the worst cases for at most 20%
the total number of weak classifiers, and in little detriment
of speed of computation. Nevertheless, the computation of
these basis kernels in a fast integral-image-like manner is a
subject of further study.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a system for object de-
tection that is invariant to object translation, scale, rotation,
and to some degree, occlusion, achieving high detection
rates, at 14 fps in color images and at 30 fps in gray scale
images. Our approach is based on boosting over a set of
simple local features. In contrast to previous approaches,
and to efficiently cope with orientation changes, we propose
the use of Haar basis functions and a new orientation inte-
gral image for a speedy computation of local orientation.
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